Welcome!

Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to Azerbaijan, amazing and unique country! Why amazing and unique? Because it is located at the junction of two continents - Europe and Asia, and it affects everything that you can see here!

www.exploreazerbaijan.com
Azerbaijan - a country of incredible hospitality

Azerbaijan is the land of the legendary hospitality and fantastic food. This country will surprise even the most demanding tourist. The famous writer and traveler Alexander Dumas, describing his impressions after his visit to Azerbaijan, said: "If you knock on any door in Azerbaijan, and say that you are a traveler and you have nowhere to spend the night, the owner of the house immediately gives you its most a large room to relax, and the hostess will prepare for you the main dish of the Azerbaijani cuisine Pilaf."

Culinary tour 7 days / 6 nights. More...
Over the past few years 125 new hotels were built and opened in Baku. Hilton, Marriot, Four Seasons, Jumeirah and the new symbol of Baku - the Fairmont Hotel now opened its doors to foreign visitors. At the moment, construction of budget hotels of famous brands was planned. More...
Heydar Aliyev Cultural Center

As one of the internationally recognized architectural work, Heydar Aliyev Cultural Center has become a unique monument of modern Baku for its innovative, space and ultra-modern design. The center is recognized as one of the 8 new architectural wonders of the world. Excursions in Baku from 19 USD. More...
All roads begin from Gobustan

The famous Norwegian explorer and adventurer Thor Heyerdahl while paying attention to the image of boats in Gobustan, said that the curved boat on rock carvings has no analogues in the world. Based on a comparison of the Norwegian petroglyphs with Gobustan petroglyphs, he concluded that they were written “by one hand, but at different times.” As a result, Thor Heyerdahl came to the conclusion that the ancestors of the Scandinavians were settlers from this territory of Azerbaijan. Tour in Gobustan.
The village of Lahij

Lahij is a village of craftsmen in Azerbaijan, located on the southern slope of the Greater Caucasus Mountains. Masters of Folk Art in Lahij make more than forty types of objects related to folk art. Among these craftsmen there are painters, masters of the leather, jewelers, blacksmiths, carpenters, chasers, engravers, shoemakers and others. Tour "Craftsmen of Azerbaijan." More...
One of the most outstanding and valuable architectural monuments of the 18th-century Palace of Sheki Khans is located in the town of Sheki in the north of Azerbaijan. All the windows and doors of the palace masterfully assembled from pieces of wood and colored Venetian glass. The light penetrating into the palace through the colored glass plays all the colors of the rainbow. Thumbnails of each room are of particular importance and speak of wealth and noble descent of Khans of the time. Tour to Northern Azerbaijan. More...
Pink flamingos

One of the main events of the Shirvan National Park can be called arrival of pink flamingos that migrate to this region from Kazakhstan even in early August and fly back at the end of April and early May. About thousand flamingos may be present on the lakes of Flamingo Park. Eco tours in the national parks of Azerbaijan from 120 USD. More...
Azerbaijan offers many opportunities for trekking in the region. Geographic position and relief of Azerbaijan make it one of the most attractive countries for lovers of trekking. The country surrounded by the mountain ranges of the Greater Caucasus, Lesser Caucasus and Talysh Mountains, leaves an amazing and unforgettable impression on visitors. Trekking tour from 400 USD. More...
The tourist complex Shahdag in Azerbaijan is the first ski resort, equipped with modern facilities for winter sports. The complex includes 5 hotels, from the most luxurious and up to family suites, 20 restaurants and bars for every taste, offering to enjoy both international cuisine and traditional Azerbaijani dishes and all this are available in one of the most amazing places in Azerbaijan. More...
Khanende (singer)

Mugam is one of the main genres of Azerbaijani traditional music. Mugam is based on the ancient Azerbaijani poetry with the themes of love and mysticism, which can last for several hours. Mugam is often performed by singer "Khanende" accompanied by the national musical instruments tar, kamancha and haval. Mugam tour from 65 USD. More...
Great Silk Road

Historically, the Great Silk Road was a caravan route of traders who crossed Eurasia during two thousand years. Among the transported goods were luxuries from Japan, Korea, China, Central Asia, India, Persia, the Caucasus and the Mediterranean. From the 16th century, Europe has also begun to use the routes of the Silk Road. Thus, for centuries, the Silk Road became a center of intercultural dialogue of different peoples and civilizations.

Tour to Northern Azerbaijan from 1840 USD. More...
In 2010, we had an idea. The idea was that there was a need to develop the tourism potential of our beautiful country and we decided to do it through a new brand. So «Explore Azerbaijan» was launched. Over time, we diligently shaped our brand and developed it. Now it stands firm and represents our country in the international market. For more information, visit the project www.exploreazerbaijan.com
«Explore Azerbaijan» is a registered trademark of tourism company “Victory Tour” LLC.
Our Products & Services

«Explore Azerbaijan» has years of experience in the organization of tours:

You may find more about our tours through the following link:
http://exploreazerbaijan.com/tours/

An important point of the development of project “Explore Azerbaijan” was the launch of the first guaranteed in Azerbaijan combine tours for foreign tourists in 2014. Among them we can highlight such tours as the "Land of Fire" and "Azerbaijan - the Pearl of the East"
Our team

The work is clearly divided between departments and staff and this gives us the opportunity to be more effective and operational.

With our tours you can find passing link: [http://exploreazerbaijan.com/ru/tours/](http://exploreazerbaijan.com/ru/tours/)
Cooperation

For cooperation matters, please, call or contact the following contacts:

Sanan Shikhaliyev  
Business Development Specialist

40 J. Jabbarli str., Caspian Business Centre Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ 1065

Tel: (+99412) 4379090 ext: 233
Mobile: (+99450) 2811156
Email: sales2@victorytour.az
Web: www.exploreazerbaijan.com
https://www.facebook.com/exploreaz
https://www.facebook.com/exploreaz
Thank you for your attention!

Looking forward to see you in Azerbaijan!